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A Summary of Modern Education Reforms in the United States
SIll Li Ja [John Richard Schrock] U.S.A., Emporia State University, KS 66801-5087
In the United States, approximately 1300 colleges
and universities, and a few corporate entities, train
teachers.
In approximately two-thirds of these
universities, teacher training for secondary level content
teachers is managed by schools of education (usually at
larger research universities). In about one-third of
programs (mostly at the older "normal schools"), high
school teacher training is managed in content
departments, similar to traditional secondary teacher
training programs in China.
Most school reforms
originatedfrom schools ofeducation but a few are derived
from oontent fields, and one (Madeline Hunter method)
was developed outside of academic institutions. Some
reforms are based on a complex educational philosophy;
other reforms center on using a specific method or
classroom practice base based on empirical experience.
The following defmitions briefly summarize the basic
tenets of each refonn and its general consequences as
seen at this time, although the time of implementation
and the effects vary by region across the U.S. Table 1
provides the approximate time of implementation for
~h refonn. The subjective summary ofthe effect ofthe
reform is mine although colleagues were consulted to
verify the timeline and description.
Table 1. TimeUne for Major U.S. Education Reforms
Reform
Date
1960
Behavioral Dqiectives
Programmed Learning
1%2
Diagnostic Teaching
1964
Open Classrooms
1969
Phase Elective
1973
Mnlti.-Age Grouping [MAG]
1974
Back-To-Basics
1979
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAl) 1981
"Madeline Hunter Teaching Strategy
1982
STS [Science!Technology/Society]
1983
"At Risk"
1983
Concept Mapping
1983
Science as Process
1984
NSTA Scope--and-Sequence
1984
Hands-on Science
1984
Minds..Qn Science
1985
Every·Teacher-a-Reading·Teacher
1985
Every·Teacher-a-Special-Education-Teacher 1986
1987
Mastery Learning
Critical Thinking
1981
Integrated Science
1988
MAS Less-Science-Not-More
1988
Cooperative Learning
1988
Constructivism
1990
Outcomes-Based Education [OBE]
1992
Standards Movement
1994
Block Scheduling
1994
Distance Learning
1996
InqWry-Based Science
1997
Active Learning
1998

1 Behavioral Objectives, one of the earliest and
perhaps longest-lasting methods, was a method ofwriting
course objectives promoted by the late distinguished
Benjamin Bloom of the University of Chicago in late
19508. Professor Bloom provided a classification of
intellectual, affective, and psychomotor skills that
allowed teachers to clearly verbalize their teaching
expectations in language that was not ambiguous: what
does the teacher want the student to be able to do?
Writing behavioral objectives is no longer a major stand·
alone methodology, but it continues to be a central
methodology incorporated into elementsofnewerreforms
as well as in questioning techniques.
2 Programmed Learning began as a natural
application of conditioned learning descn"bed by B. F.
Skinner and could be delivered by <<teaching machines."
However, following the development of clear behavioral
objectives by Bloom, programmedlearning books became
common where a student could progress through printed
explanations, answer a question set, and depending on
the answer was directed to either the next concept (if
correct) or to a re-explanation (if incorrect). This
procedure was only effective for students who were self
motivated and soon declined It was resurrected with the
advent of computer aided instruction (CAl) where it
became known as "drill-and-practice" or «driIl-and-kiU
(interest)." Generally progrannnedlearning is considered
ineffectual for general instruction but continues to have
some applications in technical training.
3 Phase Elective programs in lower and senior high
school allowed students to select from a variety of
subdiscipline courses. Instead of taking one year of
biology classwork, a student could take four different
short courses in entomology, rotany, genetics problems,
etc. This content refonn was very popular with both
teachers (who could teach the sections they most liked)
and students (who could study just the specific topics they
enjoyed). This refonn generated much enthusiasm for
biology but did leave gaps in student knowledge of basic
concepts and was abruptly ended by the back-to-basics
movement.
4 Multi-Age Grouping (MAG) was a strategy for
placing elementary school students in classes based on
level of ability rather than age. It also involved using
peers as models and teachers. There was the possibility
that it would move advanced students at a faster pace.
However, a major movement against «traeldng" ended
most ability grouping. This has been further reinforced
by egalitarian policies phrased as "leave no student
behind" and «science for aU Americans" that have shifted
resources to helping the low achievers.
5 Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAl) has evolved
from using computers for drill-and-practice ofdefinition
type questions, to programmed learning, to simulations.

Despite enthusiastic expectations, early attempts failed
due to slow computer response due to low memory and
speed Unless presented in a game format, CAl also
requires substantial individual student initiative and
motivation. Because ofthese drawbacks, "CAl" is rarely
used and other computer education terms are replacing it,
such as "IT" (instructional technology).
6 STS [SciencelTechnology/Society] was a major
reform movement promoted by Bob Yager at the
University of Iowa. Although most U.S. teachers told
students about some of the applications of concepts they
were teaching, STS promoted making applications to
students' lives the central focus of science teaching.
Therefore science lessons were constructed around the
issues of artificial insemination, overpopulatio~
euthanasia, etc. which were used to then lead into the
basic biological concepts. Some advocates went so far as
to contend that nothing should be taught if it didn't
directly relate to a student's life. Some critics pointed out
that students were often asked to understand and take
positions on issues long before they had the science
background to understand it, or that STS often led to
"premature speculation" by students. While science and
society issues are part ofthe National Science Education
Standards, STS is no longer a major concern of most
classroombiology teachers and is integrated usually when
current news events spur student interest.
7 Science as Process was a major effort to teach
science as a scientific process rather than as a body of
information. In addition to providing experience with
experiments, the scientific method of observation,
hypothesis-formatio~ test, results, and conclusion was
also often taught as the way science was done. Students
tended to memorize the steps to this "scientific method"
and not internalize the general questioning that is the
actual basis for science research. Educations schools
generally disparaged students learning science as a large
body offacts and asserted they merely needed to learn the
science process. Today, this same argument is used but
asserting students need to learn science as inquiry.
8 NSTA Scope-and-Sequence was an effort
coordinated by the National Science Teachers Association
to provide a more coherent curriculum by defining the
scope ofscience coverage and the order in which concepts
would be taught. One contention of the NSTA program
was that teaching the subdisciplines of biology,
chemistry, physics, and earth science (as a layer cake)
separately was a problem since no relationships between
sciences would be learned This gave impetus to the
integrated science movement that ultimately failed.
Scope-and-sequence has also been essentially been
replaced by the current standards movement where state
standards now dictate scope and sequence.
9 Mastery Learning is a method of teaching very
specific concepts or skills through minutely-planned
teaching strategies that are continued until the student
achieves the goal. One symptom of mastery learning as
it is often practiced is that the student must repeat the

lesson until he or she has achieved mastery ofthe concept
or skill. In practice this can slow down the general level
of classwork as classmates wait until the slower students
have retaken tests, etc. In addition, mastery learning
tends to inflate grades. Some education schools continue
to promote mastery learning.
10 Critical Thinking is closely associated with
"problem solving." It includes many strategies for
encouraging students to think through intellectual
problems themselves, and a wide range of "authorities"
promote a variety of techniques including group
brainstorming, use of methods of analysis, Socratic
questioning, use of open-ended questioning, etc. Many
veteran teachers consider critical thinking to be a natural
consequence of biology laboratory and fieldwork if it is
not "cookbooked." Based on the number of educational
consultants that are still speaking on critical thinking,
this reform is not yet fading away.
11 Integrated Science was an international movement
to teach all sciences together, usually based on a theme
(e.g. "water" from biological, chemical, physical and
earth science perspectives). While some proponents
suggested that chemistry and biology and other teachers
cooperate by having their distinct classes address the
same theme, extremists felt that science teaching was
ineffective because teachers were trained in too narrow
fields. Nearly half of the states license science teachers
in "broadfield science" which reflects this generalist
philosophy. The consequence however is that the
university content training of general science teachers is
spread too thin across the sciences and is too shallow in
any specific discipline. General and integrated science
courses are rapidly disappearing in high schools but the
states are slow to change certification ofteachers back to
biology, chemistry, etc.
12 AAAS Project 2061: Science for All Americans is
a major science education reform effort launched by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science
under Dr. James Rutherford, now retired. Although the
program is complex, the "Science for AIl Americans" and
"Less Science Is More" philosophies are central. The
"science for all" philosophy has been incorporated into
standards used by many states and in some cases this has
narrowed science course offerings and eliminated or
discouraged advanced science courses for students
interested in science, in the effort to spread a basic
science literacy to all. Although the AAAS is a major
association of scientists, this education effort does not
represent a consensus among scientists, some of whom
have expressed concerns that less science is less science,
not more. It is generally accepted that the National
Science Education Standards adopted more from the
MAS Project 2061 than from the competing NSTA
Scope and Sequence effort.
13 Cooperative Learning was a practice ofstructuring
students to work in groups as an alternative to lecturing
students. Students work in various roles in the group and
the groups is generally graded as a unit. This method
was championed by Dr. Robert Slavin of Johns Hopkins

University. In science classes. the amount of science
concepts covered was greatly reduc.ed and good students
generally completed all of the group work while lazy
students did little work and yet received the same group
grade. Although some teachers continue to favor this
method, this practice is dropping from widespread usage.
14 Constructivism is a philosophy of teaching that is
roughly based on the work ofJean Piaget (1896-1980).
The term is derived from the overall belief that each
student "constructs" their own mental image of "reality"
in science, for instance. Constructivism applies to all
disciplines; for instance constructivist English teachers
might allow a student to invent their own unique spelling
system. In science education, constructivism is popular in
schools of education and is increasingly used to promote
student activities and exploration and condemn lecturing.
However, the science community conducts research on
the assumption of a single universal reality. Therefore
veteran teachers are often critical of constructivists who
promote relativism and a science that is merely one of
many equal ways of knowing the world. As an
educational philosophy, constructivism continues to grow
in popularity at universities but has little impact in the
public schools.
15 Outcomes-Based Education [OBE} is a framework
for using assessments of what students are supposed to
learn to drive all decisions on teaching content and
methods. Only "outcomes" are considered valuable and
"inputs" such as library resources, lab equipment, and
even teacher knowledge are considered secondary if not
unimportant. A common phrase of OBE is to "focus on
learning rather than on teaching." Its main effect is to
increase the teacher's burden of testing and keeping
detailed assessment records, which in turn erodes the
time available for creative lab and fieldwork in biology.
Although OBE has been used in public schools for a
decade, it is beginning to be touted for college level
teaching as well. However, it is beginning to fade in
those states where it was first adopted
16 Standards Movement has resulted in all but one
U.S. state (Iowa) adopting various lists of science
concepts that are suggested to be taught, or must be
taught, depending on the state. The American classroom
teacher has been unique in being responsible for
determining what to teach, how to teach it, and when to
teach it. Since some poorly-prepared teachers failed to
use this freedom responsibility, the movement to hold
teachers "accountable" for what students should learn has
led to the codification of science standards. The extent
this will "standardize" teaching is yet to be seen, but the
writing of standards is immediately followed by
standardized testing and new pressure on teachers to have
their students perform well. This drives the American
system toward the teach-to-the-test system that has been
common in other countries including China, and
promotes memorization rather than critical thinking,
inquiry, etc.
17 Block Scheduling of courses provides secondary
science students with a schedule more like that found in
college classes. Instead of six or seven 50-minute classes
every day, students usually attend four classes ofone-and
a-half hours each day, two or three times a week. This
educationist methodology is promoted in order to force
teachers to abandon lecturing and use more small group
classwork. Science teachers often fInd that block

scheduling permits icnger lalxlratory periods and allows
nearby field trips. An.. music. and speech classes like it
forlongerperforman.:::e time. However, mathematics and
foreign language class,.~
. drop behind when students
cannot practice and reinforce concepts everyday. This
reform which began in 1990 in the U.S. now reaches
from 300/0-70% of schools.. depending on the region, but
is beginning to decline as academic benefits fail to
materialize and the negative effects of shorter class time
per year appear.
18 Distance Learning refers to any method of
delivering instruction where the teacher and student are
not face-to-face. Australia has used radio to link teacher
with students. The first major U.S. effort was
instructional television in the 1960s; using towers and
airplanes to transmit programs, the method was a failure
The
for delivering enriched classroom lessons.
development of \ideotape, satellite television
transmission, and the Internet revived interest in
delivering instruction from a distance.
However,
although useful with site-bound older students and classes
about computer usage, success rates remain low for
conventional students and topics, and compares with
correspondence school levels of completion. Use of
distance learning in science is further complicated by the
need to provide students with genuine laboratory
experiences with science phenomena and to develop their
laboratory skills.
In spite of the enthusiasm of
information technologists, distance learning is not
producing higher levels of science literacy or future
scientists.
19 Inquiry-Based Science is the most recent science
teaching strategy aimed at getting students to ask and
answer their own questions, thereby developing a science
understanding through inquiry rather than from
explanations from a teacher. This method includes
providingappropriate materials and laboratory equipment
and posing potential problems. A teacher may use a
series of open-ended questions to practice students in
asking questions themselves, but the ultimate goal is to
get the students to ask creative and appropriate questions
themselves. Unlike science-as-process, there is no
emphasis on hypotheses or "cookbook" experiments.
Inquiry is promoted in the U.S. National Science
Education Standards but implementation is too recent to
provide any assessment of its widespread effectiveness.
20 Active Learning is a recent assortment of practices
that are generally contrasted with "passive learning"
which usually means memorization without
understanding meaning. Active learning has been
presented to include creative thinking strategies, group or
cooperative learning, formats for guided inquiry and
mastery teaching, peer tutoring via the internet, and other
education strategies. Lacking a crisp defInition or single
champion, active learning has been used to give longer
life to older reforms that would have otherwise
disappeared.
Nearly 50 years ago, Benjamin Bloom observed that
education had failed to build a body of knowledge, a
paradigm. that could be revised and developed as are the
paradigms of science. Until that occurs, he claimed,
education would not lnature as a profession. This listing
of diverse reforms, most of which were soon abandoned,
appears to confirm that education still does not have a
reliable knowledge base.

[Original submission]
Table 1. Timeline for Major U.S. Education Reforms in the Classroom

1960------------------------------ - 
Behavioral Objectives
1962--------------- - - - 
Programmed Learning
1964--------------
Diagnostic Teaching
1969-------
Open Classrooms
1973-------
Phase Elective
1974----------------
Multi-Age Grouping [MAG]
1979--------
Back-To-Basics
1981-------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAl)
1982--------- - - - -1992
Madeline Hunter Teaching Strategy
1983------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - 
STS [Sciencerrechnology/Society]
"At Risk"
1983---------------------------- - - - 
1983----------------------------------- - - 
Concept Mapping
1984------------
Science as Process
1984-------------------- - - - 
NSTA Scope-and-Sequence
1984--------------- - - - - - - - - - - - 
Hands-On Science
1985----
Minds-On Science
1985------------- - 
Every-Teacher-a-Reading-Teacher
1986---------- - - - 
Every-Teacher-a-Special-Education-Teacher
1987---------------------- - - - 
Mastery Learning
1987------------------------------------
Critical Thinking
1988---------------------- - - 
Integrated Science
1988---------------------------------
AAAS Less-Science-Not-More
1988----------- - - - - - - - 
Cooperative Learning
1990---------------------------
Constructivism
1992----------------------
Outcomes-Based Education [OBE]
1994----------------
Standards Movement
1994---------------- - 
Block Scheduling
Distance Learning
1996----------- - 
Inquiry-Based Science
1997----------
Active Learning
1998----------

